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Chapter 661: Brutally Clobbering the Dragon Lord! 

In the Vast Heaven Pagoda, 20 days passed in a flash. 

In these 20 days, Ye Yuan relied on the Heaven’s Heart Earth Nether Milk to successfully break through 

two levels in a row, finally breaking through to the Sixth Level Soul Sea. 

As long as he had sufficient essence energy to support, Ye Yuan’s breakthroughs would only follow as a 

matter of course. 

But the Heaven’s Heart Earth Nether Milk that Ye Yuan expended was also rather considerable. The 

essence energy he required to break through was too terrifying! 

“Do you remember all that I’ve told you?” Long Teng said. 

Ye Yuan shot Long Teng a strange look and said, “Senior is really going through painstaking efforts! You 

already said this much. If I don’t pummel that fellow to a pig’s head, wouldn’t I let you down too much?” 

Long Teng did not have any intention of being embarrassed. He burst into laughter when he heard that 

and said, “Hahaha! What I want is this sentence of yours!” 

This time that Long Teng came out, Ye Yuan discovered that his temperament simply changed 

drastically; there was no hint at all of that sort of taciturn and steadiness from before. 

One could tell that Long Teng did not want to kill that dragon lord either. Just purely harboring the 

thought of beating up and humiliating the other party. 

Unfortunately, Ye Yuan became his hired thug! 

Of course, regardless of whether Ye Yuan was willing or not, he, this hired thug, could not run away. 

. . . . . . 

The next day early morning, Ye Yuan just came out of the Vast Heaven Pagoda and heard a loud roar 

from outside the house. 

“Little thief Ye Yuan! Scram outside for this Dragon Lord! A mere human actually dares to pass off as the 

Dragon Lord? I think that you’re tired of living!” 

Ye Yuan left the house but just happened to bump into Xiong Zhan. 

When Xiong Zhan saw Ye Yuan, he was so shocked that his jaw almost hit the ground. 

“You . . . You broke through . . . two minor boundaries?” 

Breaking through two minor boundaries overnight. This . . . This was simply heaven-defying! 

Ye Yuan smiled but did not explain anything. 

This sort of thing, the more one explained, the more confusing it became. Might as well make it a 

mystery. 
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Ye Yuan came outside the house and saw a young man in azure clothing. He said coolly, “Where is this 

dog from? Barking madly here early in the morning and disturbing people’s sweet dreams?” 

The azure clothing youth snorted coldly and said, “I was wondering what kind of expert he was, to 

actually dare impersonate the name of Dragon Lord. Turns out that it’s just a Tier 4 rookie! I’ll give you 

one chance. Kneel before this Dragon Lord, and I can spare you from death!” 

Ye Yuan’s face revealed an expression of sudden enlightenment and said, “So, you’re this generation’s 

v? Previously, I kept hearing how every generation’s Dragon Lord is a hero of the world. Seeing it today, 

it really makes me too disappointed.” 

The Dragon Lord’s face darkened, and he said in a solemn voice, “How this Dragon Lord is, isn’t up to 

you, this sort of trash, to comment! Looking at your appearance, you aren’t planning on giving this 

Dragon Lord an account?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Want me to give an account, sure. That will have to see if you have that capability.” 

“Heh, truly not shedding tears until you see the coffin! Since that’s the case, I’ll send you off!” 

The Dragon Lord did not say another word. An outrageous dragon pressure directly erupted out, truly 

incomparably stunning. 

The two people’s commotion was so great that there had already been quite a number of Darkfiend 

Tiger Clan members crowding over long ago. 

Even though the Darkfiend Tiger Clan had divine beast bloodline too, furthermore, considered a very 

powerful clan in the God Prohibited Demon Region, compared to the Dragon Lord, it was still far too 

lacking! 

It was precisely because dragon’s bloodline was extremely pure that they could become every 

generation’s king. 

Ye Yuan could not help smiling coldly when he saw the situation. The dragon pressure in his body 

abruptly erupted out at the same time! 

With this, everyone’s faces all changed. 

Ye Yuan’s bloodline power was actually even stronger than the Dragon Lord’s! 

“This . . . What’s going on here? The dragon race bloodline power in this boy’s body is actually even 

stronger than the Dragon Lord’s!” 

“Really seeing ghosts! This boy is clearly a human. How can his bloodline power possibly be stronger 

than the Dragon Lord’s?” 

“Could it be that the Dragon Lord in our clan all along was fake?” 

The Darkfiend Tiger Clan members were discussing animatedly. It naturally could not hide from Dragon 

Lord’s ears. 

These commenting sounds sounded so ear-piercing to him. 



He seriously could not figure out why the bloodline power in the body of a human would be even more 

powerful than his! 

How could he know that the dragon blood Ye Yuan refined was a half-divine beast blood essence? 

What kind of notion was a half-divine beast? 

That was an existence whose bloodline had already evolved towards the divine beast. The might and 

power were already formidable to an unimaginable extent. 

Their bloodline power already infinitely approached divine beast. 

Forget about him, a puny little Dragon Lord. Even if those dragon race major powers in the Divine Realm 

came, they might not be more powerful than Ye Yuan’s bloodline power. 

If not for Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm being too low, just based on his bloodline power, he would be able 

to crush this Dragon Lord until he could not lift his head! 

Furthermore, the dragon blood that Ye Yuan refined, there was still a large portion of energy incubating 

within his body. 

Following Ye Yuan’s strength becoming increasingly stronger, the bloodline power in his body would also 

get more and more powerful. 

Ye Yuan broke through two minor boundaries overnight and stimulated another portion of dragon blood 

out. To want to suppress the Dragon Lord in terms of bloodline power, wasn’t it still like playing? 

“A mere human actually dares to steal dragon race bloodline? Death penalty!” 

The Dragon Lord roared furiously and directly transformed into a phantom, attacking Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s aura abruptly erupted, directly breaking through the bottleneck of late-stage Soul Sea, 

reaching Eighth Level Soul Sea! 

Boom! 

The Dragon Lord who had a tumultuous imposing momentum was directly struck flying out. 

Then . . . the entire battle became Ye Yuan’s solo performance. 

The insufferably arrogant Dragon Lord was directly reduced to Ye Yuan’s sandbag, being beaten until he 

did not have the slightest strength to retaliate. 

Each and every one of the surrounding Darkfiend Tiger Clan all had wide gaping mouths. Clearly, they 

were dumbfounded by this scene. 

In their view, the Dragon Lord was an ever-victorious existence. This battle should be a one-sided one. 

En, right now, it was indeed one-sided. It was just that the winning and losing sides . . . were reversed. 

The Dragon Lord really wanted to explode. Yet, he already lost the initiative and did not even have the 

leeway to retaliate. 

How terrifying was Ye Yuan’s strength? 



Disregarding others, just solely on the subject of speed, the Dragon Lord could not even catch up by 

whipping his horse! 

Ye Yuan’s speed was what even Peng Yun was powerless against, let alone the Dragon Lord. 

Though the dragon race’s strength was formidable, speed was not their strong point. 

Just in terms of speed, Ye Yuan was established in an undefeatable position. 

Often, when Ye Yuan’s attack landed, the Dragon Lord had yet to hit the ground and was directly 

intercepted in midair by Ye Yuan already. 

Under such a speed, it was practically something impossible for the Dragon Lord to want to 

counterattack. 

When experts exchanged moves, losing the initiative was equivalent to losing one’s life. 

The Dragon Lord’s evaluation of Ye Yuan’s strength in the beginning was severely lacking, resulting in 

somewhat underestimating the opponent. 

Who could have thought that once Ye Yuan made a move, it would be earth-shattering? 

Actually, even if Ye Yuan broke through two minor boundaries originally, adding in the Origin Spirit Nine 

Transformations, it was also not possible to beat the Dragon Lord until like this. 

In-between this naturally still had some matters that had no need to let others know. 

At the same time that the Dragon lord was getting a beating, he was unbelievably perplexed. 

He was puzzled why Ye Yuan was so clear about his weak points. 

He just stuck his butt out, and Ye Yuan knew what was going to come out. 

In addition, losing the initiative right from the beginning, the Dragon Lord was passive in all respects 

right now, getting a beating all over. 

It was also uncertain how long had passed. Ye Yuan’s attacks suddenly ceased. Only then did those 

surrounding tiger clan members finally come back to their sense. Their gaze when looking at Ye Yuan 

was filled with awe and veneration. 

Looking at the Dragon Lord again . . . he was already pummeled until looking like a pig’s head! 
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Chapter 662: Who Dares to Touch My Big Brother! 

Everyone looked at this scene in horror. They were speechless for a long while. 

Each generation’s Dragon Lord were all legends. This was a sentence passed down in the God Prohibited 

Demon Region. 

However, what happened . . . here now? 

Too subverting! 
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If let’s say the Dragon Lord and Ye Yuan fought until neither could gain an upper-hand, they could accept 

it. To say that the Dragon Lord and Ye Yuan had a great battle for hundreds of rounds, then was 

defeated, they could accept that too. 

However, how was this some fight? It was simply Ye Yuan’s one-sided abusing! 

When did dragon lords become so noob? 

“Bloodline power can’t match up to this Little Lord, so you say that Little Lord’s dragon race bloodline 

power was stolen. If you have the capabilities, steal one for me to see!” Ye Yuan looked at the pighead-

like Dragon Lord and said with a cold smile. 

Yeah. To talk about stealing inferior dragon blood, that was not impossible. 

But the dragon blood in Ye Yuan’s body was too pure; even purer than the Dragon Lord’s! 

Dragon blood like this, regardless of whether it was placed, it would be a supreme treasure. Wanting to 

steal was simply impossible. 

Such slandering was way too groundless. 

“Uncle Rong, i-isn’t this Ye Yuan’s strength too formidable? The Dragon Lord didn’t have the strength to 

counterattack in front of him at all!” Hu Xiao’s tone was somewhat quivering. Clearly, he was alarmed by 

Ye Yuan’s strength. 

Hu Xiao’s strength and the Dragon Lord’s were also almost the same. Ye Yuan could easily defeat the 

Dragon Lord, indicating that his strength was definitely above his. 

Previously, he doubted if Ye Yuan had this strength to defeat Peng Yun or not. But now, Ye Yuan used 

strength to prove everything. 

Hu Rong had a look of astonishment too. But he shook his head and said, “This Ye Yuan’s fighting style 

seems to curb the Dragon Lord quite a lot. Plus, his own strength is super strong. That’s why the Dragon 

Lord could not not use the slightest strength to retaliate. If judging according to both party’s strength, 

the Dragon Lord might not lose to him much. It’s just that . . . Ye Yuan seems to be intentionally 

humiliating the dragon lord. This isn’t some good sign! This fellow, isn’t deliberately sowing dissension 

between the Dragon Lord and our Darkfiend Tiger Clan’s relationship, right?” 

Hu Xiao’s expression changed, and he said, “When he came yesterday, he was clearly only Fourth Level 

Soul Sea. He actually broke through two minor realms overnight. Too bizarre! This fellow’s origins are 

unclear, and his strength is formidable. We must be on guard!” 

Xu Rong frowned and said, “Could it be . . . the bear clan really betrayed us?” 

“Uncle Rong, people’s heart is hard to fathom! Him not betraying in the past doesn’t mean not betraying 

now! This boy called Ye Yuan, the timing he appeared is too coincidental! In my view, he’s definitely 

here for the Azure Spirit Tree! Our tiger clan has been plotting all along for these ten years in order to 

capture this Azure Spirit Tree. Now, when it’s finally time to draw the net in, not the tiniest bit of 

accident can be tolerated!” 



Hu Rong nodded and said, “Xiao-er, what you said is right! This boy’s origins are unclear. Even if we 

don’t kill him, we also have to detain him first before talking! Wait until we capture the Azure Spirit Tree 

and save Big Brother, it’s not too late to release him then!” 

Finished talking, Hu Rong’s figure flashed and stared at Ye Yuan with a dark expression as he said, “Boy, 

you actually dare to beat our tiger clan’s esteemed guest until like this. What intentions do you have?” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, but he had yet to speak when Xiong Zhan came forward and beat him to it, 

“It was this fellow himself who provoked first! It was plain for everybody to see! Who can be blamed for 

his strength to be lacking himself and getting beaten until like this by Ye Yuan? Hu Rong, aren’t you 

going too far like this?” 

Unknowingly, Xiong Zhan’s address towards Hu Rong also quietly underwent a change. 

Very clearly, he felt very disappointed by the tiger clan’s current sort of situation. 

Otherwise, with Xiong Zhan’s forthrightness, a personality that would rather sacrifice the entire clan 

than be willing to surrender, he definitely would not be this way. 

Hu Rong clearly also did not expect that the all along staunch and steadfast Xiong Zhan would actually 

take the lead to rebuke him. His expression involuntarily darkened as he reproached, “Xiong Zhan! Looks 

if you’ve really changed! Say then, just what intentions do you have for entering the tiger clan in 

collusion with this boy this time!” 

Hu Rong’s words were like a knife, cutting viciously on Xiong Zhan’s heart. That sort of pain, there was 

no way of using words to describe it. 

“Senior Xiong Zhan, no need to waste your breath. This person is prone to suspicion. The more you 

explain, the more he feels that you have ulterior motives. Since this place doesn’t welcome us, let’s go!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Showed your true colors, right? Heh, brat who overestimated his own ability! You don’t think that you 

can leave this place by relying on the strength of you two, right?” Hu Rong said with a cold smile. 

As he said, Hu Rong’s powerful aura enveloped Ye Yuan duo inside fully. 

This Hu Rong was late-stage Tier 6 strength; it was totally not what Ye Yuan duo could withstand. 

Right at this time, a pure, yet powerful pressure crept over. Everyone’s faces changed! 

Those tiger clan members whose strength slightly weaker all knelt down in submission without prior 

consultation! 

This was the divine beast pressure belonging to the tiger race. It was not strong; only initial-stage Tier 5 

strength. But this pressure was much more unadulterated compared to Hu Rong, this sort of inferior 

brand. 

Hu Rong’s face changed as he said, “This . . . This is Tiger Lord, His Excellency’s pressure! Why is he 

here?” 



A young profile slowly appeared in everyone’s sights. This young man looked rather like a half-grown 

child; he was dignified and strong, but with an appearance still possessing childish innocence. 

Once this tiger race pressure descended, Ye Yuan’s mind stirred. 

This pressure actually seemed familiar! 

But when this young man appeared, Ye Yuan could not help being uncertain. Because he had never seen 

this young man before. 

“Who dares to touch my Big Brother!” the youth said with a rather childish voice. 

Hearing these words, everyone’s reaction was all very different. 

Hu Rong’s expression changed, and his face revealed a look of dread. His gaze when looking at Ye Yuan 

became different. 

While Ye Yuan’s eyes gleamed with light as he looked at that dignified and strong-looking young man. 

The youth had his back facing Ye Yuan currently. He suddenly turned out and flashed Ye Yuan a bright 

smile. 

Ye Yuan started smiling too, his laughter becoming increasingly bigger. 

Until the back, the two people laughed loud and long and had a fierce embrace. 

Who was this youth, if not the White Light after taking form? 

“Stinking brat! A few days of not seeing and you actually took form successfully already!” 

Ye Yuan chortled with laughter as he slammed a fist onto the youth’s chest with indescribable 

excitement. 

He was still worried about White Light’s safety previously, afraid that he was stuck in the Essence 

Devouring Confounding Fog. Ye Yuan originally planned on coming to the tiger clan to inquire about it. 

Who knew that he actually stirred up such trouble with the tiger clan. 

He did not expect that White Light was actually at the Darkfiend Tiger clan. Furthermore, he succeeded 

in taking form. 

“Haha! If I don’t hurry up and take form, I wouldn’t be able to keep up with Big Brother’s speed! I’m an 

exalted divine beast progeny. I can’t drag Big Brother down no matter what!” White Light said with a big 

laugh. 

The two people started chatting like no one else was around. But Hu Rong’s expression became 

increasingly uglier. 

He never would have thought that the Tiger Lord would actually think of Ye Yuan as his brother. Looking 

at the appearance, the two people’s relationship was good enough until they could wear one pair of 

trousers. 

What to do? 



Right then, another figure appeared inside the tiger clan. 

“Haha! The Darkfiend Tiger Clan is so lively! Looks like I came really just in time!” 
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Chapter 663: Looting a Burning House 

Once this person appeared, the atmosphere immediately became tense. 

The tiger clan members had a look akin to facing a great enemy. They were clearly very fearful of the 

arrival. 

The moment that person saw the tiger clan members’ appearances, he could not help 

laughing, “Haha! Everyone, I don’t have ill-intentions. I’m here to find Mister Ye!” 

Hu Rong’s expression changed once more, his gaze involuntarily looked towards Ye Yuan on alert. 

The arrival was none other than precisely the Peng Hai who was sent over by Peng Tian! 

“Ye Yuan, aren’t you going to give us an explanation? Tiger Lord, this person is harboring malicious 

intent, colluding with the roc clan with intent to attack the tiger clan!” Hu Rong gritted his teeth and 

said. 

Ye Yuan was rather surprised looking by the side. White Light was clearly only Tier 5 cultivation, but Hu 

Rong seemed to be very fearful of him. 

Already to this sort of extent and he actually had not fallen out with White Light yet. 

White Light snorted coldly and said, “Explain about what? Whatever my big brother says, that’s how it 

is! With me around, how can my big brother be detrimental towards the tiger clan? Shut your mouth up 

and listen to what he has to say!” 

White Light had a childish voice when talking, but was imposing and domineering, making Ye Yuan keep 

on wanting to laugh. 

Ye Yuan shot Peng Hai a nonchalant look and said, “Since you came, you still dare to play this sort of 

petty tricks with me? I think you’re complaining that Peng Yun has lived for too long, right?” 

Peng Hai was still snickering just now. Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, his expression suddenly changed. 

Indeed, he was rash just now and purely wanted to implicate Ye Yuan a bit. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually guessed his purpose for coming long ago. 

Looks like the injuries on Peng Yun’s body was totally intentional by Ye Yuan. 

Having such a precise grasp on Peng Yun’s injuries, this Ye Yuan was simply too terrifying! 

“Cough, cough, that . . . Didn’t I not have chance to say yet? H-Haha,” Peng Hai landed in the field as he 

said awkwardly. 

Hu Rong and the others still had a manner as if they were facing a great enemy. Furthermore, they 

became even more cautious. 
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Although Hu Rong’s strength was above Peng Hai’s, who knew if he had brought numerous roc clan 

experts over behind him or not. 

Moreover, they did not receive any news beforehand. This was the scariest. 

“Since Lord Hu Rong wants an explanation, then you give it to him.” 

Ye Yuan said it coolly, but everyone was anxious and uncertain. 

Hu Rong and the others were not fools either. They could also tell from Peng Hai’s look that he was very 

wary of Ye Yuan. 

Hearing the meaning in Ye Yuan’s words, Peng Yun’s small life seemed to be grasped in the hands of Ye 

Yuan. 

That was to say . . . Ye Yuan and Peng Hai were not together? 

Could it be that those words Ye Yuan said previously were all true? 

Once the thought hit, Hu Rong’s entire person was somewhat ruffled. 

Peng Hai smiled awkwardly and said, “Hu Rong, you don’t need to be like this. I’m here to make peace 

with your tiger clan on behalf of the roc clan.” 

“Make peace?” Hu Rong doubted if his own ears heard wrongly or not. 

Now at this time, it was precisely when the tiger clan was the weakest, and the roc clan the stronger. 

Peng Hai actually came to find him to negotiate peace. 

This bunch of fellows wouldn’t have eaten the wrong medicine, right? 

Hu Rong unwittingly looked over towards Ye Yuan once more. What in the world did this fellow do, to 

actually be able to let the Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan make peace at any cost? 

“That’s right! It’s make peace! Mister Ye, I wonder if you’re still satisfied with this explanation?” Peng 

Hai looked at Ye Yuan and said. 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, “What has it got to do with me whether you guys make peace or not? 

What I want isn’t this explanation!” 

Peng Hai’s heart went slightly cold. Could it be that kissing ass kissed onto the foot? 

He saw that Ye Yuan and that tiger lord’s relationship was very intimate and would definitely stand on 

the tiger clan’s standpoint, that was why he gave rise to this idea. Who knew that Ye Yuan did not buy it 

at all. 

Looks like the tiger clan offended Ye Yuan badly! 

Yet, Ye Yuan’s words made Hu Rong’s heart quiver. 

This peace negotiation that had come to an agreement was gone just like that? 

Honestly speaking, the roc clan suggesting peace negotiations right now, they were more than happy to 

welcome it. Why would they refuse? 



But Ye Yuan this fellow actually messed up the peace negotiations with one sentence! 

Like the saying went, don’t wash dirty linen in public. Actually, Peng Hai also did not wish to let the tiger 

clan know about the news of Peng Yun almost getting crippled. 

But at this time, he clearly could not hide it anymore, and could only come clean. 

“Actually, I came here this time to invite Mister Ye to be a guest at our roc clan, and treat our Young 

Lord Peng Yun’s injuries with you’re at it! Previously, we had understandings between us, resulting in 

causing some unnecessary trouble . . .” 

Peng Hai spoke with fervor and assurance, briefly describing the events that happened on that day. It 

was actually not much different from Xiong Zhan’s. 

“Forget about being a guest. I don’t wish to cross the Rubicon 1 ! Anyway. . . why should I treat Peng 

Yun’s injuries? If you didn’t harbor devious thoughts back then, you also wouldn’t have ended up 

coming to beg me in an obsequious manner now,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Peng Hai had an awkward look as he said, “Whatever terms Mister Ye has, feel free to state them. As 

long as my roc clan can accomplish it, we absolutely won’t shirk!” 

Ye Yuan smiled rather wickedly as he said, “Really?” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s smile, Peng Hai’s heart involuntarily palpitated a bit and had a foreboding premonition. 

But upon recalling Peng Tian’s words before setting off, Peng Hai could not help nodding his head 

fiercely. 

Ye Yuan said, “I want three drops of Kun Peng blood essence. Don’t tell me you don’t have!” 

Peng Hai nearly jumped up. He pointed at Ye Yuan and said, “You! You’re looting a burning house here!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “I knew that you’d have this reaction. I only stated the price. 

Whether you agree or not is up to you. Furthermore, I feel that using three drops of Kun Peng blood 

essence to exchange for Peng Yun’s life, it’s still you guys who got off real cheap. You think about it; the 

Kun Peng blood essence that you all expended on him far surpassed three drops, right?” 

Ye Yuan understood quite a bit about the demon races’ situation and knew that in demonic beasts 

progeny clans, they generally had their own sacred ground. That was the place to enshrine and worship 

forefathers. 

Before demons died, they would normally all enter the sacred ground and contribute a portion of their 

own blood essence. 

Inside the sacred ground had this power that could cleanse and purify bloodline, letting the blood 

essence rank rise. 

But this process was exceedingly slow. Furthermore, every generation’s demon clan would expend 

blood essence. Hence, the blood essence that every clan stored in reserve was not considered much. 



Actually, Ye Yuan only want to probe a bit just now. Because what he understood was just the Divine 

Realm’s demon clans’ situation. He did not think that the demon clans inside the God Prohibited Demon 

Region really had blood essence reserves. 

Kun Peng blood essence was an extremely valuable divine beast bloodline too. Although it could not 

compare to dragon race bloodline, it was also an exceptionally high-grade bloodline. 

Of course, the Kun Peng blood essence that the Thousand Mountain Great Roc Clan stored was 

definitely unable to compare to the dragon blood that Ye Yuan swallowed. The two were not on the 

same level at all. 

Peng Hai’s expression changed several times, and he said, “This matter’s stake is too significant. I can’t 

make the decision and must ask for instructions from the clan head. If Clan Head agrees, the Kun Peng 

blood essence should be able to be delivered within three days!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Alright. I’ll wait for your news! Uh . . . Our matter is settled. You guys 

continue. How it should be, let it happen. Make sure not to give me face!” 

Hu Rong’s expression changed when he heard that. His gaze involuntarily looked towards White Light 

embarrassedly and said, “Tiger Lord . . .” 

White Light turned the whites of his eyes up at him and said crossly, “Who asked you all to not know 

good from bad and offended my big brother! Now you know his prowess, right?” 
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Chapter 664: Dark Fores 

White Light’s words made Hu Rong have an embarrassed look. 

“This . . . Tiger Lord, you also know that the tiger clan right now is experiencing extraordinary times . . .” 

White Light waved his hand and said, “Alright, alright, so much crap! The matters in the past, I won’t 

care about them. But you remember it now, anybody can be provoked, but make sure not to provoke 

my big brother!” 

White Light paused for a bit and said, “Because . . . you can’t afford to provoke him!” 

White Light’s words made everyone shocked. 

But at this time, there was already nobody who doubted this sentence. 

Ye Yuan’s origins were mysterious, beat Peng Yun to heavy injuries when it was impossible, and kept the 

entire roc clan in check. 

Now, Peng Hai was begging in front of Ye Yuan like a grandson. 

The Dragon Lord ran in front of Ye Yuan and raised a racket. In the end, he was bashed until turning into 

a pig’s head. 

The tiger clan wanted to make things difficult for Ye Yuan. Who knew that he and the Tiger Lord were 

actually bosom friends. 
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Looking at it now, if they made White Light choose between Ye Yuan and the tiger clan, he would 

definitely choose Ye Yuan without the slightest hesitation. 

Such a person, who could afford to provoke? 

Ye Yuan’s strength was clearly not strong. Yet, anyone present was all unable to do anything to him. 

Hu Rong showed a difficult look and said, “But . . . this way, we’re bound to offend the Dragon Lord.” 

“Dragon Lord? The Dragon Lord is nothing in front of my big brother! Also, if you guys don’t want to 

offend the Dragon Lord, you’ll have to offend me, this Tiger Lord! Up to yourself!” White Light said 

disdainfully. 

“This . . . ” 

“This what this! Why haven’t you apologized to my big brother yet?! If not for my sake, just based on 

your actions, do you think that my big brother would be willing to let it go?” 

Currently, the tiger clan’s fate depended on just a word from Ye Yuan. 

If Ye Yuan joined hands with the roc clan to attack the tiger clan, the outcome would be too terrible to 

imagine. 

Hence, White Light’s words did not have areas that were the slightest bit exaggerating things to raise an 

alarm. 

Hu Rong was not a fool either. After struggling with it for a while, he finally still lowered his head. 

He came before Ye Yuan and said, “Mister Ye, it was all Hu Rong measuring the stature of a great man by 

the yardstick of a petty man. Mister Ye, please stay your hand in mercy.” 

With White Light around, Ye Yuan naturally would not really do anything to the tiger clan. 

Furthermore, the present situation, it was clearly better for both sides to keep each other in check than 

for one side be annihilated. 

The card in other people’s hands and on his own hand was of course different. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Today, I was taking into consideration on account of White Light’s 

face. Otherwise, I really wouldn’t mind going to the roc clan to be a guest.” 

When Peng Hai heard, he was naturally filled with unwillingness in his heart. But at this time, there was 

nothing he could do to Ye Yuan as well. 

He had planned out well in his heart long ago. Once Young Lord Peng Yun’s injuries recover, he would 

definitely show Ye Yuan some colors! 

But Peng Hai obviously would not bring it out on the surface. He went forward and said, “Mister Ye, 

Young Lord Peng Yun’s injuries . . .” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “As long as you all bring the Kun Peng blood essence here, there’s naturally no 

issue. I’ll start a furnace and refine pills in a while to refine the medicinal pills to treat Peng Yun’s 

wounds.” 



Peng Hai could not help being overjoyed when he heard those words and said, “I’ll send a message to 

Clan Head right away!” 

“Hang on!” Peng Hai was just about to leave when Ye Yuan stopped him. 

“Does Mister Ye still have any instructions?” Peng Hai inquired cautiously. 

“En, I haven’t finished talking yet.” 

When Peng Hai heard, his heart thumped, and he cried out inwardly: not good. 

Indeed, he heard Ye Yuan say leisurely, “Previously, my attack wasn’t light nor heavy, resulting in Peng 

Yun’s injuries to be somewhat severe. Although my medicinal pills can treat him. The medicinal effect of 

one medicinal pill is definitely not enough.” 

When Peng Hai heard, his expression was indescribably nasty. 

What was called one medicinal pill was not enough? 

To be able to hurt Peng Yun until like that, but not cripple him, how precise did the attack have to be?! 

Ye Yuan even calculated him coming before he came! 

Such precise skill, he would be neither light nor heavy? 

Only a ghost would believe you! 

However . . . that did not seem to have any use at all. 

Whatever Ye Yuan said now was what it was. 

“Then . . . roughly how long is needed before he can recover?” Peng Hai asked with a quivering voice. 

“Uh . . . Roughly half a year or so I guess. Take a medicinal pill once every two months. Three pills should 

be sufficient.” 

“. . . . . .” 

Peng Hai left with a dispirited look. 

. . . . . . 

Inside the tiger clan’s hidden chamber, Ye Yuan and White Light had another bear hug. The two people 

were clearly both very agitated. 

“Haha! Big Brother, really didn’t expect to be able to see you here! I just broke through not long ago and 

was just thinking of deploying the tiger clan’s strength to go find you! I knew that with your capabilities, 

you could definitely walk out of the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog!” White Light said rather 

excitedly. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “I also didn’t expect it! How did you walk out of the Essence Devouring 

Confounding Fog and also become the Tiger Lord?” 

Ye Yuan guessed that a tiger lord should be an existence similar to a dragon lord. 



It was just that no idea why Hu Rong would be so fearful towards the White Light who was only Tier 5. 

Only under White Light’s explanation did Ye Yuan came to a realization. 

Turns out that after White Light entered the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog, the Essence 

Devouring Confounding Fog actually did not have any effect on him at all. 

Ye Yuan had exhausted all the essence energy recovery medicinal pills back then and broke through to 

Heart Like Monolith realm before barely managing to charge out. 

Listening to White Light’s encounters, Ye Yuan was also speechless. 

But after White Light walked out of the Essence Devouring Confounding Fog, he went rather far away 

from Ye Yuan and actually appeared in the vicinity of the tiger clan directly. 

White Light’s bloodline power made all of the tiger clan fall head over heels. 

White Light’s tiger race bloodline was even much more powerful and pure compared to that Dragon 

Lord who got beaten up. 

Not only that, White Light’s bloodline power was even purer than the blood essence in the tiger clan’s 

sacred ground. 

Such pure White Tiger bloodline, he was naturally deified as a god by the tiger clan, thinking that White 

Light came out from there. 

The Dragon Lord coming to the tiger clan was at most just a friend. But White Light in the tiger clan, his 

position was entirely different. 

He was like a prince descending to the mortal realm, revered by the tiger clan. 

“Ever since I entered the God Prohibited Demon Region, I kept on hearing about that place. Only now do 

I know that that place is called the Dark Forest. No idea just what kind of place this Dark Forest is. To 

actually make all of the demon clans guard the secret so closely,” Ye Yuan said in puzzlement. 

One had to know that in this God Prohibited Demon Region, Tier 6 experts were everywhere. Legends 

had it that there were even Tier 7 powerhouses. 

Such powerful existence was actually all very fearful of the Dark Forest. 

White Light shook his head and said, “This, I don’t know either! But I heard Hu Rong they all say that the 

Dark Forest is the God Prohibited Demon Region’s forbidden land. Nobody can get close. Even if one’s 

strength were any greater, one would also die mysteriously when approaching there.” 

Ye Yuan said in surprise, “Even Tier 7 powerhouses can’t enter?” 

White Light shook his head and said, “Can’t enter! But under my curiosity, I once ran to the peripherals 

of the Dark Forest. At that time, the bloodline within my body actually faintly stirred. It seems like that 

place and my origins have a great relation!” 

Hearing White Light’s words, Ye Yuan was also slightly startled in his heart. 



Could it be that White Light actually walked out from the forbidden land in the Endless Forest’s 

forbidden land? 

But White Light also said that once he came close to the Dark Forest, a dangerous aura came with it too. 

It seemed to be a warning to him. Hence, he did not dare to enter too deep as well. 

Ye Yuan was also incomparably shocked in his heart. Looks like this Endless World was truly hiding 

secrets everywhere! 
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Listening to what White Light said, this Dark Forest was simply even more perilous than the Essence 

Devouring Confounding Fog! 

With their present strength, they were simply unable to enter. 

Perhaps that Dragon Lord, that fellow, knew some things. But he probably would not say over his dead 

body. 

If the Dragon Lord would disclose information, then the God Prohibited Demon Region would definitely 

have long known some of the state of affairs inside. 

However, it looked like the Dark Forest was an enigma to the God Prohibited Demon Region. 

“Since that’s the case, then let’s better not attempt to enter that Dark Forest. Wait until our strength is 

sufficient someday, then go exploring it isn’t too late either,” Ye Yuan said. 

This Dark Forest definitely held in store a massive secret. But with Ye Yuan’s current strength, he was 

unable to explore it at all. 

Ye Yuan was curious. But these curiosities needed for his deep hatred to be avenged, before it could be 

fulfilled. 

“Big Brother, you should have come to the tiger clan for the Azure Spirit Tree, right?” 

White Light walked all the way along with Ye Yuan and was very clear about Ye Yuan’s affairs. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “That’s right. I originally wanted to pay a visit to Hu Yan. Looks like his 

situation isn’t so great.” 

“I’m not very concerned about this either, that’s why I didn’t inquire much as well. But looks like he’s 

indeed not doing too good. But I know that the tiger clan has been plotting to deal with the Azure Spirit 

Tree all along these few years. Now, it’s just about time to reel in the net already,” White Light said. 

White Light knew that Ye Yuan wanted to find the Azure Spirit Tree, so he would obviously inquire about 

news in this area. 

With his status, inquiring about these was not hard. 

Ye Yuan sighed emotionally and said, “Good brother, you are so considerate.” 
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“Haha. Traveling the entire way until now, it was all big brother helping me. Now that I finally managed 

to have a chance to help big brother, what are you being courteous with me for?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Huhu, then I won’t be melodramatic. But the tiger clan could actually 

ascertain the Azure Spirit Tree’s position under the situation where Hu Yan isn’t around?” 

Not that Ye Yuan was looking down on the tiger clan. But the Azure Spirit Tree’s whereabouts were 

erratic and extremely hard to grasp. 

Knowing the approximate position, Ye Yuan could naturally determine the Azure Spirit Tree’s position. 

But to say that the tiger clan had this ability, Ye Yuan did not believe. 

“The place nearby the Dark Forest in the tiger clan’s territory has a piece of wood-attribute spirit vein. 

The Azure Spirit Tree seemed to have taken fancy on that piece of land. Hence, it has been lingering in 

that area all along,” White Light said. 

Only then did Ye Yuan suddenly came to a realization. This Azure Spirit Tree was a heaven and earth 

spirit wood. What it needed the most was wood-attribute heaven and earth quintessence. 

In the tiger clan’s territory, there was actually a chunk of wood-attribute spirit vein. No wonder it hung 

around there and did not leave. 

Ye Yuan mused for a moment and said to White Light, “I’ll have a talk with Hu Rong.” 

. . . . . . 

“What? You want to take part in rounding up the Azure Spirit Tree?! Heh, you’re indeed here for the 

Azure Spirit Tree! Even though you’re Tiger Lord’s brother, our Darkfiend Tiger Clan has already plotted 

for a full ten years for the sake of this day! Why should we give you a cut of the loot?” 

When Hu Rong heard Ye Yuan’s request, he nearly jumped up. 

If not for White Light by the side, he would have long made a move against Ye Yuan. 

He previously judged that Ye Yuan came for the Azure Spirit Tree. Looking at it now, it was indeed like 

so! 

Hu Rong was still puzzled previously, why the tiger lord would be especially interested in the Azure Spirit 

Tree. Looking at it now, it was actually for the sake of this boy in front of him. 

Ye Yuan had long guessed Hu Rong’s reaction and said with a faint smile, “Ten years and only laid down 

Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array?” 

Ye Yuan’s smile carried thick mockery, greatly stimulating Hu Rong. 

Hu Rong gave a cold snort and said furiously, “What do you know? That Azure Spirit Tree’s strength is 

incomparably powerful! Even Big Brother Hu Yan isn’t a match either! We have to be very wary when 

laying down the array. Once we let it find out, all the effort would be all for naught. Now, the Wood 

Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is only missing one final step. As long as the grand array is formed, the 

Azure Spirit Tree will be an item in our bags! You, a foreign boy, wants to sit idly and enjoy the fruits of 

others’ labor with just a sentence. Do you really take our tiger clan to be easy to bully?” 



In Hu Rong’s view, Ye Yuan was relying on his ties with White Light to demand an exorbitant price. 

Ye Yuan’s strength was pretty good. But surrounding and sieging the Azure Spirit Tree, that was Tier 6 

experts’ matters. Tier 5 experts did not even have the qualifications to take part. 

What was Ye Yuan worming his way in at this time for other than reaping what he had not sown? 

Ye Yuan said, “It’s true that the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is powerful. But wanting to trap 

the Azure Spirit Tree, it’s still a little inadequate. With the likes of your strength right now, to want to 

capture the Azure Spirit Tree, that’s impossible. Don’t blame me for not warning and you fail to beat the 

tiger and get hurt instead when the time comes. Even if I have Peng Yun, this chip right now, it most 

likely can’t protect the Darkfiend Tiger Clan either.” 

Hu Rong’s expression changed, and he immediately snorted coldly and said, “Exaggerating to scare 

people! The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is a peak Tier 6 grand array. Furthermore, it has 

immensely great restraining effects towards wood-attribute spiritual objects. On what basis can it not 

subdue the Azure Spirit Tree?” 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “What you said is right. But you’ve neglected one point.” 

Hu Rong gave a cold laugh but did not follow up. 

Ye Yuan continued, “The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is a fire-attribute grand array. I do 

indeed have extremely powerful restraining effects towards wood-attribute spiritual objects. If it were 

changed to another place, you guys would definitely be able to succeed. But sadly . . . what the Azure 

Spirit Tree took over is a wood-attribute spirit vein! It’s true that myriad things under the heavens 

reinforce and counteract each other, but that’s not absolute! On this chunk of wood-attribute spirit 

vein, the Azure Spirit Tree can draw out an inexhaustible flow of wood essence power. When the power 

of the wood essence exceeds the limits that the grand array can withstand, your grand array will 

collapse all the same! At the minimum, the Azure Spirit Tree can also draw on the immense wood 

essence power to deplete the grand array’s constraints. You all are likewise not its match.” 

Ye Yuan spoke with confidence and composure. Hu Rong’s expression changed again and again. 

The matter that was originally almost in the bag, now with Ye Yuan saying this, many issues were added 

on. 

Every word of Ye Yuan’s was reasonable. They really had not thought about this point. 

“Humph! Even if it’s like this, what can you do if you went?” Hu Rong said stubbornly. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “This, you don’t need to care. I naturally have my ways. However, I can help you 

all catch the Azure Spirit Tree and help you guys treat Hu Yan’s injuries. But the Azure Spirit Tree belongs 

to me!” 

Hu Rong’s expression changed, “In your dreams!” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “I’ve already stated the terms. Whether you agree or not is up 

to you. If you don’t believe in heresy and insist on giving it a shot, it’s also up to you. But the Azure Spirit 

Tree, I’m determined to get it! If you come to find me again when the time comes, the price will be 

raised.” 



Finished talking, Ye Yuan directly turned around and went out, leaving behind Hu Rong with that angry 

expression flickering incessantly. 

. . . . . . 

The moonlight was obscured. Hu Rong’s figure quietly appeared in the tiger clan’s sacred ground. 

In an empty hall, a slightly aged looking figure was seated on the ground. 

A blood light revolved around him, carrying a thick tiger race aura. 

It was just that his two eyes were tightly shut, seemingly oblivious to the outside world’s situation. 

This person was precisely the Hu Yan who had already vanished for ten years in front of outsiders! 

Hu Rong looked at Hu Yan and said, “Big Brother, the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array will be set 

up complete tomorrow. This time, I’ll definitely bring the Azure Spirit Tree back for you . . .” 

As Hu Rong said, Hu Yan did not respond, as if he did not hear what he was saying at all. 

Before long, Hu Rong turned around and left. 

However, what he did not notice was that not long after he left, Hu Yan’s eyes actually silently opened. 
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Ahead, was a stretch of lush green forest. The wood essence power emitting out of there made people 

feel refreshed. 

Hu Rong looked at the clansmen currently bustling about, his gaze filled with anticipation. 

Ye Yuan said that the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array could not deal with the Azure Spirit Tree. 

But Hu Rong did not believe in this heresy. 

How could ten years of effort be handed over on a platter? 

Today, he brought over ten Darkfiend Tiger Clan Tier 6 experts. Apart from a few staying in the clan to 

hold down the fort, it could be said to be moving out in full force. 

“Lord Hu Rong, the array formation is done!” 

A clansman came in front of Hu Rong, with a face full of wild elation. 

This array formation was laid down for ten years. Today, it was finally completed. How could they not be 

excited? 

The demon race was not skilled in the path of formations. Plus, laying down the formation needed to 

avoid the Azure Spirit Tree’s eyes and ears. The progress of this array formation was naturally very slow. 

When Hu Rong heard, he was thrilled in his heart too. But he forcefully suppressed it. 

“Prepare to activate the array formation! Don’t lower your guard! This Azure Spirit Tree’s strength is 

extraordinary, and no mistakes can be tolerated!” Hu Rong instructed. 
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Even though Hu Rong did not believe Ye Yuan’s words, he was also not as optimistic at this time. 

Instead, he bucked all the spirits up. 

“Yes, Lord Hu Rong!” The clansman received the order and left. 

When all the preparations were ready, Hu Rong waved his hand and said, “Activate the array 

formation!” 

Rumble! 

A violent sound spread throughout the entire forest very quickly. A grand array instantly enveloped this 

wood-attribute spirit vein. 

In an instant, a boundless fire essence power pervaded inside the grand array. 

Those lush green trees drooped and withered away at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

Hu Rong took this spectacle fully into his eyes and was excited and worried. 

Honestly speaking, he was really very afraid that Ye Yuan’s words would come true. 

Although Ye Yuan this youth was young, he completely could not be measured with common sense. 

But looking at the current situation, Ye Yuan’s concern was clearly uncalled for! 

The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array perfectly restrained those plants inside. Hu Rong did not see 

the slightest possibility of the Azure Spirit Tree retaliating at all. 

“Hahaha! The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is indeed powerful! The Azure Spirit Tree is already 

an object in our Tiger Clan’s bags!” 

“It was not in vain for us to spend the price of ten years to set up the formation. Today, we’ve indeed 

achieved the effects!” 

“When we capture the Azure Spirit Tree, Lord Hu Yan will be able to recover to his peak state! Our 

Darkfiend Tiger Clan will be able to roam the God Prohibited Demon Region unhindered again!” 

These Darkfiend Tiger Clan members were all unbelievably agitated. When it was time for ten years of 

plowing and weeding to receive the harvest, agitation was hard to avoid too. 

Hu Rong was a little calmer than them. But this sort of composure was also gradually being whittled 

away to nothing by the might of the grand array. 

But he was not anxious. Because the Azure Spirit Tree had not shown itself yet. 

It was definitely impossible for the Azure Spirit Tree, this sort of powerful spirit tree, to resign itself to 

death like this. He would definitely come out. 

As was expected, before long, a great towering tree suddenly grew up in the grand array. 

This tree was originally inconspicuous among all of the trees. But at this time, it covered everything. 

To be able to still have such vibrant energies within the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisonment Array, there 

was only the Azure Spirit Tree! 



It was only to see the Azure Spirit Tree extended out many vines and violently bombarded the grand 

array. 

But the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array was indeed extraordinary. Those vines had yet to come 

into contact with the grand array when they were suddenly ignited by flames. 

Those vines danced in the air just like humans waving their hands and stomping their feet when in pain. 

“Hahaha! This Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array is indeed extraordinary! Even if here is the wood-

attribute spirit vein, so what? Isn’t the Azure Spirit Tree still going to submit to us without resistance 

obediently?” Hu Rong said ecstatically when he saw the situation. 

At this time, the last trace of worry in his heart also melted away into nothing along with it. 

“Deploy the grand array! Beat the Azure Spirit Tree to heavy injuries first!” Hu Rong immediately gave 

the order. 

“Yes!” 

The clansman presiding over the grand array received the order and immediately went forward to 

deploy the grand array. 

Thick fire essence power crept towards the Azure Spirit Tree very quickly. The Azure Spirit Tree suddenly 

radiated a resplendent azure light, wanting to isolate these fire essence power. 

Yet, all of this was a futile effort. This azure light only resisted for a little whole and was breached by the 

great fire. 

The flames ignited the great towering tree very quickly! 

This scene made all of the Darkfiend Tiger Clan members’ hot blood boil over while they watched. 

The Azure Spirit Tree inside the grand array was peak Tier 6. This fire looked to be incomparably 

powerful. But to talk about burning it to death, that was impossible. 

What Hu Rong they all wanted was for the Azure Spirit Tree to be severely injured. 

This moment did not let them wait for too long. That Azure Spirit Tree wilted away very quickly under 

the attack of the flames. 

Right at this moment, Hu Rong gave the order! 

“Charge inside! Capture the Azure Spirit Tree!” 

The Darkfiend Tiger Clan members had long been raring to have a go. Under Hu Rong’s command, over 

ten figure leaped, directly entering inside the grand array. 

These ten over figures were all Tier 6 experts. Their movements were extremely swift, arriving in the 

proximity of the Azure Spirit Tree in a blink of an eye. 

Yet, right at this time, a change suddenly occurred! 



The Azure Spirit Tree suddenly gave off a dazzling azure light. Thick wood essence power welled up from 

under the ground, surging to an extent where it was practically going to burst forth. 

Sensing such thick wood essence power, Hu Rong’s expression changed drastically and he roared madly, 

“Quickly retreat! We fell into a trap! This fellow wasn’t tricked at all!” 

At this moment, Ye Yuan’s words suddenly flashed across Hu Rong’s mind, regretting until his intestines 

went green. 

But at this sort of critical moment, he could not be allowed to think too much at all, bringing his 

clansmen far away immediately. 

Yet, how could the Azure Spirit Tree be easy to bully? 

How was there still any hint of waning on the Azure Spirit Tree’s body? It was even more powerful than 

before! 

Countless rows of vines zigzagged out from the Azure Spirit Tree, intertwining over towards those dozen 

over figures with extreme speed. 

Boom! 

This attack, Hu Rong brought out all of his might! 

Luckily, he was a late-stage Tie 6 expert too. Even though he could not compare to the Azure Spirit Tree, 

slightly withstanding a bit was still achievable. 

This attack of Hu Rong’s proved effective, delaying those vines a moment of time. 

But even so, there were still three or four clansmen with slightly weaker strength who were tangled up 

by the vines. 

They did not even get to yell out a cry for help and were drowned by countless vines. 

How could Hu Rong still dare to remain at this time? He brought the remaining clansmen and charged 

right out of the grand array. 

Once out of the grand array, Hu Rong’s entire person was dead-exhausted, directly kneeling onto the 

ground. 

Bang! 

Hu Rong’s fist smashed onto the ground with unspeakable remorse and vexation. 

Looking at the other clansmen again, how was there still any trace of excitement from before? 

. . . . . . 

In the tiger clan, Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes and spat out a long breath of turbid air. 

“This Kun Peng blood essence can’t compare to the dragon blood refined previously in the end. The 

difference between the two is too great!” Ye Yuan sighed. 



“Big Brother, can your cultivation speed be a little slower? Your speed, I can’t catch up even by whipping 

my horse!” by the side, White Light said gloomily. 

Ye Yuan had just refined the Kun Peng blood essence the roc clan sent over and directly broke through 

to the Seventh Level Soul Sea! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’re a Tier 5, Taking Form, expert now. Why are you saying that my 

cultivation speed is fast instead?” 

White Light said huffily, “Even though I succeeded in taking form, the strength disparity between us 

became even greater instead! Forget it, forget it, not talking about this anymore. Big Brother, could it be 

that you’re not worried at all?” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “I’m indeed quite worried. Worried that not one of them will return.” 
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“Cough, cough, is Mister Ye around?” 

Ye Yuan and White Light were currently chatting when Hu Rong’s embarrassed voice came from outside 

the door. 

White Light gave Ye Yuan an odd look. Very clearly, Ye Yuan’s prophecy had, unfortunately, came true 

once again. 

“Come in,” Ye Yuan did not seem to be very surprised and said nonchalantly. 

After Hu Rong entered, his entire person was somewhat bashful and his gaze dodging non-stop, not 

daring to look straight at Ye Yuan. His face was even somewhat burning. 

A late-stage Tier 6 powerhouse was rather like a girl, shy to meet people at this time, making people’s 

jaws drop. 

After entering, Hu Rong did not speak. Ye Yuan naturally would not open his mouth first either. For a 

moment, the atmosphere became quite awkward. 

Finally, it was still Hu Rong who could not endure this awkward atmosphere and broke the silence, “I 

wonder if . . . Mister Ye has any ways to be able to capture the Azure Spirit Tree?” 

Uttering this sentence was equivalent to admitting his mistake from before. 

A Tier 6 powerhouse lowering his head to a Tier 4 martial artist. This was not a scene that should appear 

under normal circumstances. 

Evidently, Hu Rong was already utterly helpless about the Azure Spirit Tree. 

The Azure Spirit Tree’s might far surpassed his imaginations. It was no wonder that Lord Hu Yan also 

suffered a huge loss at his hands. 

Ye Yuan took a look at Hu Yan and said coolly, “You should remember the words that I said before, 

right?” 
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Hu Rong’s face revealed a struggling look. The function of the Azure Spirit Tree was not just able to treat 

Hu Yan’s wounds. 

Otherwise, why would Hu Yan expend such a great price to capture him back then? 

The Azure Spirit Tree was a heaven and earth spirit wood. The wood essence power was incomparably 

powerful. 

Wood-attribute’s cardinal characteristic was life. Regardless of whether it was for humans or demonic 

beasts, it had immensely beneficial aspects. 

And the Azure Spirit Tree was even different from ordinary spirit woods. It had extremely great 

nourishing effects on martial artists’ divine soul. 

Tier 6 breaking through to Tier 7, there was a massive barrier! 

That was the huge bottleneck from the middle three realms breaking through to the upper three realms. 

Regardless of whether human or demon, there were countless people stopped by this barrier. 

This degree of difficulty was much, much harder compared to the difficulty of Sea Transformation Realm 

breaking through to Soul Sea Realm. 

And the crux of breaking through this step was the divine soul! 

Therefore, Hu Yan wanting to catch the Azure Spirit Tree back then was surely in order to break through 

to Tier 7! 

It was just that he never expected that the Azure Spirit Tree’s strength was so formidable. It could truly 

be called tried to steal a chicken only to end up losing the rice. 

This point, Hu Rong was definitely aware as well. 

Hence, to make him give up on the Azure Spirit Tree, he really could not do it. 

“This . . . Can Mister Ye change to another condition? The Azure Spirit Tree has immense significance to 

my clan, and we really can’t yield. Mister Ye can state other terms. Even if the price is equal to the Azure 

Spirit Tree, it’s fine,” Hu Rong said. 

But Ye Yuan shook his head when he heard and said, “The Azure Spirit Tree is useless to me. But it’s a 

life-saving item to a friend of mine. If you all insist on the Azure Spirit Tree, then think of a way 

yourself.” 

Towards Hu Rong’s attitude, Ye Yuan was not concerned. 

Even the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array was powerless. The Darkfiend Tiger Clan already had no 

other tricks left to play. Hence, he was not worried about Hu Rong refusing to give in. 

As long as he did not make a move, Hu Rong could forget about getting the Azure Spirit Tree. 

Hu Rong was incredibly aggrieved right now. He very much wanted to subdue Ye Yuan and force him to 

go capture the Azure Spirit Tree. 

But White Light’s existence made him very wary. 



White Light’s strength was not powerful. But his bloodline was too noble! 

To their Darkfiend Tiger Clan, White Light’s identity was not much different from their master. 

And what made Hu Rong most fearful was about what happened that day when he accompanied White 

Light together to the outer-regions of the Dark Forest. 

When White Light went near the Dark Forest, that aura emitting off of his body actually echoed together 

with the Dark Forest across a great distance! 

Furthermore, White Light himself did not know that there were no demons in the God Prohibited 

Demon Region who dared to walk so near like him at all! 

To say that White Light did not have any relations with inside there at all, Hu Rong would not believe 

even if he was beaten to death! 

Losing the Azure Spirit Tree, Hu Yan would only lose the chance to become Tier 7. 

But if any mishap happened to White Light, his Darkfiend Tiger Clan would probably be at risk of clan 

extermination! 

To divine beast progenies, they, these lesser clans with impure bloodlines, were existences that could be 

blotted out at will. 

This point was determined from before they were born! 

If not for this case, even if the Tiger Lord appeared, on what basis should he, Hu Rong, be so respectful 

towards a junior? 

Divine beast progenies were born proud! 

“This . . . Alright then! But you must promise me to treat Big Brother Hu Yan’s injuries!” 

Struggling for a long time, Hu Rong still made this difficult decision. 

Because he discovered that he could not do anything to this Tier 4 brat at all. 

His background was too tough! 

Ownself possessing terrifying dragon race bloodline, even pummeling the Dragon Lord to a pig’s head, 

and was even a life-or-death good brother of Tiger Lord, His Excellency. 

Such a person, who among the demon clans dared to provoke? 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Rest assured about that. The Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid will naturally 

distribute to you guys some.” 

Hu Rong felt his flesh hurt as he nodded and said, “Alright, deal!” 

“Hang on, I never said deal. Did you forget the words that I said before?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Hu Rong froze and could not help recalling Ye Yuan’s words the last time. His expression became even 

uglier. 



Ye Yuan said that if they came to find him again, he would raise the price! 

“This . . . Mister Ye, you and Lord Tiger Lord are life-and-death good brothers and are also considered 

the tiger clan’s honored guest. We already plotted for as long as ten years for the sake of this Azure 

Spirit Tree! Losing the Azure Spirit Tree is already a great loss of vitality to our tiger clan. If you list any 

more conditions. . .” 

Hu Rong showed a difficult look but turned his imploring gaze towards White Light. 

White Light said huffily, “You, this fellow, are really forgetful! That day when you wanted to be 

detrimental to Big Brother, what did I warn you?” 

Hu Rong could not help sweating profusely when he heard, secretly protesting against the injustice in his 

heart. 

Not that I wished to provoke this great deity, but he demanded an exorbitant price! 

Moreover, the tiger clan plotted for ten years for the Azure Spirit Tree. How could he possibly give up 

hope without giving it a shot? 

Ye Yuan said, “On account of White Light’s face, I won’t make things difficult for you. This is a spirit 

medicine list. You take it and help me prepare it will do.” 

Hu Rong was overjoyed when he heard and said, “Just preparing some spirit medicines? My tiger clan 

still has some forces in the God Prohibited Demon Region. Preparing some spirit medicines is naturally 

nothing difficult.” 

Ye Yuan just smiled. After Hu Rong checked the list, the smile on his face instantly became stiff. 

The spirit medicines on the list had a large stack written densely. Among them even had quite a number 

that he had not even heard of the names before. 

Some were Tier 5 spirit medicines, some were Tier 6 spirit medicines. Moreover, the quantity asked for 

was quite a bit. 

This . . . This was simply robbery! 

“What? Just now, you were still saying that it’s nothing difficult. Regretting so fast?” Ye Yuan said with a 

smile that wasn’t a smile. 

Hu Rong wished that he could give himself a tight slap. Clearly aware that this boy was a great robber, 

why did he still brag? 

Now, it was great. He could not smack his own mouth, right? 

Furthermore, with this boy’s personality, if he refused, he might even do something! 

“H-Haha, n-no problem. I . . . I’ll do my best to prepare!” Hu Rong said with an awkward look. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 668: Because I'm Handsome 

Ye Yuan's temper was like this. 
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Other people give him a unit of respect, he would return them ten. 

If Hu Rong did not repeatedly make things difficult for him back then, not only would he not put Hu 

Rong in an awkward situation right now, he would even give Hu Yan a pointer or two after treating him 

to help him break through to Tier 7. 

But now, everything was naturally off the table. 

Actually, what Ye Yuan made Hu Rong prepare was primarily still the spirit medicines to refine the Five-

Revolutions Iceheart Pill. 

Even though Ye Yuan had obtained the Iceheart Tranquil Lotus, the spirit medicines needed for the Five-

Revolutions Iceheart Pill was very rare. Ye Yuan had not managed to gather them up. 

As it happened, making use of this chance, Ye Yuan could gather up these spirit medicines in the tiger 

clan and extort a sum while he was at it. Where was the sense in not doing this? 

But Ye Yuan did not go to capture the Azure Spirit Tree right away. He waited for Hu Rong and asked for 

another large amount of materials, and only exited seclusion after fiddling around alone in his room for 

two days. 

Upon leaving seclusion, Ye Yuan discovered a large group of people surrounding his entrance. They were 

all Tier 6 experts. 

Very clearly, these Darkfiend Tiger Clan members were all waiting for him to go to the spirit vein 

together to catch the Azure Spirit Tree. Furthermore, quite a number of them were still carrying injuries 

on them. It was clearly caused by catching the Azure Spirit Tree the last time. 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, "No need for so many people. All rest at home. Hu Rong, you bring 

three to five people along will do." 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan did not care about everyone's reactions either, bringing White Light along and 

left right away. 

Hu Rong was helpless and could only pick out a few clansmen whose strength were the strongest and 

followed after. 

The party came to the spirit vein area once more. The scene before their eyes involuntarily made their 

expressions change drastically. 

The Azure Spirit Tree was surrounded by a magnificent azure light, attacking the grand array non-stop. 

Under the Azure Spirit Tree's attacks, the grand array actually had a feeling of teetering on edge! 

This Azure Spirit Tree's strength was actually daunting to such an extent already! 

Hu Rong and the others all sucked in a cold breath. Recalling the scene that day, they still had some 

lingering fear. 

"Heh, looks like this Azure Spirit Tree is already just a step away from breaking through. The might of his 

strength is likely much more daunting than even peak Tier 6! If not for the Wood Spirit Dragon 

Imprisoning Array having restraining effects on him, a mere peak Tier 6 grand array would likely still be 



powerless against him. Even so, this grand array can't sustain for much longer too," Ye Yuan said with a 

smile. 

The few people by the side looked at him like looking at a monster. This fellow was really calm! 

One had to know that Ye Yuan himself was merely just Tier 6. Facing the peak Tier 6 Azure Spirit Tree, he 

actually did not reveal the slightest hint of fear. Did this fellow not care about anything? 

To face such a spectacle and keep a straight face, other than not caring about anything, it could only be 

that his own strength was already powerful until there was no need to fear. 

Ye Yuan's understanding towards these heaven and earth spiritual objects was entirely not what the 

Darkfiend Tiger Clan people could imagine. In the entire Divine Realm, no one was worthy of being 

placed alongside him too! 

His knowledge and experience in the field of alchemy were not just limited to those low-ranking 

medicinal herbs. 

"Mister Ye, quickly take action! I'm afraid that the grand array almost can't hold on anymore!" Hu Rong 

could not refrain from urging. 

The Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array was already tottering on the verge of collapse and could be 

breached by the Azure Spirit Tree at any time. How could Hu Rong still be in the mood to listen to Ye 

Yuan sigh with admiration at the Azure Spirit Tree's might here? 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and casually pulled out a small bottle. In the bottle was some powder-like 

stuff. 

"Sprinkle this powder on your bodies. Those vines naturally won't come and harass you guys." Ye Yuan 

said. 

"Is . . . Is this reliable?" 

A Darkfiend Tiger Clan member looked at the powder in the small bottle with a face full of disbelief. 

He had witnessed the prowess of those vines. Even a Tier 6 power like him could not resist. A tiny bottle 

of powder could shield against those vines? 

Wasn't this joke a little too big as well? 

Ye Yuan darted him a nonchalant glance and said, "If you're self-confident in being able to avoid those 

vines, you can choose not to sprinkle. Don't blame me for not warning you. Those vines can secrete 

poison which can damage the divine soul. Once tangled up, it is a certain death." 

The few people's expressions all changed when they heard. They really did not know that these vines 

were actually able to secrete poison. 

Wasn't this Azure Spirit Tree able to secrete Azure Spirit Heart Fusing Fluid? Why was it able to secrete 

poison still? 



But Hu Rong's expression became apprehensive and he said, "No wonder! No wonder! After Big Brother 

Hu Yan returned, he became dispirited and inert, and could not even speak. Turns out that he was 

actually inflicted by this Azure Spirit Tree's poison!" 

Back then, after Hu Yan came back, he only said a few words, "Catch Azure Spirit Tree! Save me!" 

Ever since then, he never woke up again either. 

However, when the shamans in the clan inspected Hu Yan's body, they could not find the reason at all. 

They only knew that Hu Yan's divine soul was low-spirited and inert. Clearly, he had suffered very severe 

injuries. 

Only with no other alternatives did the tiger clan lay down the Wood Spirit Dragon Imprisoning Array, 

planning on catching the Azure Spirit Tree in one stroke. Who knew that it still fell short of success at the 

last stage. 

Ye Yuan said, "How can this sort of heaven and earth spiritual object possibly not have any ace-in-the-

hole measures? The poison of the Azure Spirit Tree is named Traceless Soul Poison. It specifically targets 

the divine soul. Using ordinary methods simply can't detect it. Once the Azure Spirit Tree reaches the 

borders of life and death, it's able to force the Traceless Soul Poison out of its body and let the air be 

filled with this toxin everywhere. This toxin has no color or smell and is extremely hard to be on guard 

for. Presumably, Clan Head Hu Yan must have forced it into a crisis back then. As a result, he fell into the 

trap himself instead." 

Even though Ye Yuan had never met Hu Yan, he had surmises about his illness long ago. 

Hearing Hu Rong said so at this time, it was naturally not far off. 

This Traceless Soul Poison was the trump card means of the Azure Spirit Tree. It was extremely 

formidable. If one was unfamiliar with the Azure Spirit Tree, it was very easy to succumb to the move. 

But this sort of heaven and earth spiritual objects were extremely rare to begin with. How many really 

understood it? 

However, Ye Yuan also knew that once the Azure Spirit Tree forced the Traceless Soul Poison out of its 

body, it's strength would also be greatly diminished. 

Fortunately, this place was a wood-attribute spirit vein. At present, not only did the Azure Spirit Tree's 

strength recover to its peak state, it even advanced a step further! 

Now, if that Hu Yan came again, the Azure Spirit Tree would not need to employ this trump card move at 

all. 

The few people were all taken aback with shock after listening to Ye Yuan's words. 

This Azure Spirit Tree was really not easy to deal with! 

If the Azure Spirit Tree also used this move on that day, none of them would be able to escape, and all 

would have to die here. 



Fortunately, their strength was not strong enough and could not force the Azure Spirit Tree to use its 

ultimate move at all. 

"That's all I have. Up to you all to sprinkle. The grand array can't hold on much longer already. I don't 

have the time to waste with you guys. If you guys still don't make a move, I'm going to go in myself!' Ye 

Yuan said impatiently. 

Hu Rong knew that this little lord was not to be provoked and instructed with a solemn face, "Tell you all 

to sprinkle, then sprinkle. What's with all the crap?" 

After the few people heard Ye Yuan's words, they had an even deeper understanding towards the Azure 

Spirit Tree's might. But it was precisely because so that they were even less confident in this powder of 

Ye Yuan's. 

But with Hu Rong's order, they could only act accordingly and scattered quite a bit of powder on their 

own bodies. 

The powder carried an intensely pungent smell, making them feel dizzy and their eyes blurry for a while. 

"This powder is poisonous, but the toxicity isn't high. Just get used to it for a while will do. You all don't 

circulate your powers to force the poison out. Otherwise, bear the consequences yourself!" 

These people were just about to circulate their skills to force the poison out when Ye Yuan's words 

arrived already. 

Hu Rong's expression flickered incessantly as he said, "Why . . . why are you perfectly fine?" 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes at him and said coolly, "Because I'm handsome!" 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 669: Battling the Azure Spirit Tree 

Ye Yuan was good-looking, but it was definitely not because he was good-looking that there was no 

reaction. 

But Ye Yuan naturally would not tell them about the matter of him possessing the Origin Magnetism 

Spirit Wood. This bit of poison was not considered much to Tier 6 experts. Endure a bit, and it would 

pass. 

It was just that they still held a distrustful attitude towards the effects of this powder. When they 

entered the grand array, each and every one of them was standing by with their full power, fearful of 

those vines intertwining over towards them. 

But Ye Yuan walked very confidently, swaggering his way into the grand array. 

When they approached the Azure Spirit Tree, the Darkfiend Tiger Clan members discovered that not 

only did those vines not harass then, they avoided like the plague instead. 

Seeing this scene, these few people finally knew that Ye Yuan was not bragging. 

He had genuine ability! 
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No wonder a Tier 4 boy dared to boast shamelessly and came to capture the Azure Spirit Tree. Just a tiny 

bottle of power resolved the thing which gave them, these Tier 6 experts, a huge headache. 

“Big Brother, this power of yours is really magical. Those vines actually really ignored us!” White Light 

clicked his tongue in wonder too. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Myriad things in the world reinforce and counteract each other. It’s true that 

this Azure Spirit Tree is formidable. But there are some things that he is fearful of. This powder was 

refined and formed with Deer Birth Grass as the lead and mixing together some other materials. Its 

name is Deer Birth Powder, precisely one of the things that the Azure Spirit Tree dreads. The Deer Birth 

Grass’s rank isn’t high; it is just Tier 5. But once its toxins enter the Azure Spirit Tree, it will be like a 

plague, curbing the wood essence power in his body. These vines are all the Azure Spirit Tree’s children 

bodies and are naturally very fearful towards the scent of the Deer Birth Powder.” 

Hu Rong and the clansmen were all dazed from listening by the side. Didn’t this Ye Yuan understand the 

Azure Spirit Tree a little too much? 

The logic of myriad things in the world reinforcing and counteracting each other, anybody understood. 

But who could know the natural enemy of the Azure Spirit Tree, this sort of seldom-seen object? 

Could this boy be a living dictionary? 

White Light extended his thumb and sighed with admiration, “Big Brother is Big Brother! Really 

impressive!” 

Ye Yuan scolded laughingly, “Is this your first day knowing me? What does this small thing count as?” 

Hu Rong and the clansmen exchanged glances, all feeling very speechless. 

The matter than the tiger clan set up for ten years and did not settle, Ye Yuan got it done with a bottle of 

powder. This also did not count as much? 

Then what kind of thing could be considered remarkable in Ye Yuan’s eyes? 

“Almost approaching the Azure Spirit Tree’s main body already. You all be a little careful. This stretch of 

spirit vein is already completely occupied by the Azure Spirit Tree. His tentacles can extend to every 

corner. In a while, you guys help me to tie down these children bodies. I’ll deal with the main body,” Ye 

Yuan said solemnly. 

“You deal with the main body?” Hu Rong’s eyes turned into wide-saucers, his eyes filled with disbelief. 

Hu Rong knew that Ye Yuan’s capabilities was not small and should be able to restrain a very large 

portion of the Azure Spirit Tree’s energy. 

But according to Hu Rong’s envisage, the main attack still needed him to carry out. After all, Ye Yuan’s 

strength was too meager. 

But what the hell was going on now? Why was it the other way round from his envisage? 

“I wanted to let you go. But are you his match? The Azure Spirit Tree is attacking the grand array with all 

its strength right now. These children bodies are relying completely on instincts to act. Once the main 



body comes back to its senses, it’s also useless no matter how powerful this Deer Birth Powder is,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

Hu Rong was rendered speechless by the question. He did not have the slightest strength to 

counterattack in front of the Azure Spirit Tree at all. 

“Alright, don’t waste any more time. In a while, the bigger the commotion you all stir up, the better. 

Draw his attention and leave the rest to me.” 

“Big Brother, you be careful!” White Light said concernedly. 

“En. Relax, I’ll be fine.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan leaped, approaching towards the Azure Spirit Tree’s body with extreme speed. 

With this, Hu Rong and the rest were not as relaxed as before anymore. Each one of them heightened 

their vigilance akin to facing a great enemy. 

Ye Yuan’s swift approach finally startled the Azure Spirit Tree! 

But the Azure Spirit Tree did not pay much attention to Ye Yuan. It just sent all of the vines to intertwine 

over towards Ye Yuan, while it itself continued attacking the grand array. 

In his eyes, Ye Yuan this Tier 4 brat, was also not much different from ants. 

Yet, Ye Yuan’s Concept of Wind Flow was released fully, avoiding those vines extremely dexterously, and 

still headed towards the Azure Spirit Tree at high speed. 

By the time the Azure Spirit Tree reacted, Ye Yuan was less than a thousand feet away from the Azure 

Spirit Tree’s main body. 

A thousand feet’s distance was merely a blink of an eye to the present Ye Yuan. 

With this, the Azure Spirit Tree finally took this ant-like Ye Yuan seriously and ceased attacking the grand 

array. It placed its focus on Ye Yuan. 

With the Azure Spirit Tree shifting his focus here, the grand array finally got a breather and directly 

suppressed the Azure Spirit Tree’s azure light down a lot. 

Even so, with the Azure Spirit Tree’s strength, it was still plenty to deal with Ye Yuan! 

It was only to see the main body radiate a brilliant azure light once more. After that, countless vines tore 

out of the ground, flooding the entire stretch of space. 

Even if Ye Yuan’s movement technique was at the zenith, it was also impossible to charge over in a place 

without gaps. 

In front of Ye Yuan right now was like a high wall. No matter how it strove, it was also unable to leap 

over. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly. Waving a hand, countless fire lotuses suddenly appeared around him, 

wrapping Ye Yuan up tightly. 



Once those fire lotuses appeared, they burned towards those vines without any hesitation. 

Fiery was already a Tier 5 essence fire at this time. The power of its flames was incomparably daunting. 

Those vines were all the Azure Spirit Tree’s children bodies and also just around Tier 5 strength. 

But in terms of attributes, the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus completely restrained those vines! 

It was only to hear crackling sounds coming from those vines. They were burned to ashes by Ye Yuan’s 

essence fire very quickly. 

But the headache was that this region was the wood-attribute spirit vein. Those vines were completely 

grass that could not be burned out by a prairie fire, growing again with the spring breeze. 

They grew frenziedly, then they were burned entirely by Fiery without mercy afterward. 

Hu Rong and the others were also terribly busy at this time, tangled in battle with those vines. 

But their few people’s commotions over here was also not as great as what Ye Yuan caused when added 

up together. 

Even though these few people were all Tier 6 experts, facing such frenziedly growing vines, they were at 

a loss on what to do as well. 

Originally, the Azure Spirit Tree placed his focus on Hu Rong they all. But at this time, how could he still 

have the time to bother with Hu Rong, those few people. He directly placed all of his energy on Ye Yuan. 

With this, the vines over on Hu Rong’s side lost control, making the pressure on them lessen abruptly. 

Hu Rong could not help being flabbergasted with his mouth gaping when he saw the huge commotion 

over at Ye Yuan’s side. 

What he was shocked by was not that Ye Yuan possessed essence fire, but that Ye Yuan’s degree of 

control towards the essence fire had already reached the acme of perfection! 

Even if ordinary martial artists owned essence fire, they absolutely could not do it to the extent of 

completely isolating the vine attacks too! 

Furthermore, this place was the wood-attribute spirit vein. Even if ordinary essence fires could stop the 

vines, it was also impossible to burn them into ashes instantaneously. 

This essence fire was not simple too! 

This young man was really too terrifying! 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s speed was also slowed down by these frenziedly growing vines. 

The distance of a thousand feet was not that easy to rush over. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 670: Spirit Sealing Needle 

Ye Yuan’s footsteps forward were very slow but moved very solidly. 
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On this stretch of spirit vein, the Azure Spirit Tree’s wood essence power was virtually limitless. Hence, it 

was able to deploy vines to attack Ye Yuan endlessly. 

But Ye Yuan’s essence fire was seemingly limitless too. No matter how many came, Ye Yuan could still 

burn it all away! 

Utilizing essence fire to this sort of degree, Ye Yuan’s essence energy expenditure was also extremely 

rapid. 

But coming here this time, Ye Yuan made ample preparations and replenished quite a number of 

medicinal pills. 

At this time, he was downing pills crazily; there was no worry about essence energy drying up. 

At this time, the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame’s powerful purifying power was manifested beyond all 

doubt! 

Those incomparably sturdy vines were directly burned cleanly by the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame. 

This speed of burning was absolutely much more powerful than ordinary Tier 5 essence fires. 

Fiery gave birth to intelligence after evolving. The power of the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame naturally 

became much stronger compared to ordinary Tier 5 essence fires too. 

This was, for instance, a grand array controlled consciously by people versus operating automatically. 

The power was absolutely different. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan crossed a distance of 500 feet and was increasingly closer to the Azure Spirit Tree’s 

main body! 

All of a sudden, the Azure Spirit Tree vines around Ye Yuan retreated like tidewater. Looks like it was 

thoroughly frightened by Ye Yuan. 

Over at Hu Rong’s side, the pressure was reduced tremendously now. Seeing this scene, he could not 

help being overjoyed. 

Looks like the Azure Spirit Tree could not hold on anymore! 

This Ye Yuan was truly incomparably formidable, to actually be able to kill until the Azure Spirit Tree 

threw away its helmet and coat of mail! 

“Lord Hu Rong, what’s he doing? Why isn’t he moving?” 

“Yeah. Such an opportune chance, how can one let it slip by?” 

After the vines retreated, Ye Yuan did not continue the triumphant pursuit. Previously, he was still 

advancing forward. But at this time, he stopped completely, making the Darkfiend Tiger Clan members 

all very puzzled. 

“You pig heads! The Azure Spirit Tree is a peak Tier 6 spirit wood. How can it be so easy to deal with? 

Shut your mouths and stir up a bigger commotion. Make the Azure Spirit Tree get a little more 

distracted, and you’ll all have rendered merits!” White Light suddenly roared. 



White Light’s speed was extremely quick. Shuttling back and forth between the vines was accomplished 

with ease. Those vines could not catch his figure at all. 

Hu Rong’s and the others’ hearts tightened when they heard this. The strength in their hands increased 

a few more parts. 

They all understood that it had reached a critical moment at this time and must go all-out! 

Ye Yuan stood there without moving a muscle, but not that he did not do anything. 

On the contrary, Ye Yuan’s pressure currently was even greater than before! 

Only Ye Yuan knew that the Azure Spirit Tree’s most powerful aspect was not those pestering vines, but 

the divine soul attack which was as elusive as a ghost! 

The Azure Spirit Tree to martial artists was like a piece of rare treasure. Because it could nourish the 

martial artist’s divine soul, helping the martial artist to break through realms! 

But likewise, the Azure Spirit Tree regarding divine soul attacks was similarly incomparably daunting too. 

Disregarding the Traceless Soul Poison which Hu Yan was inflicted with, the Azure Spirit Tree’s main 

body could even secrete a type of colorless, scentless, and formless substance, which specifically 

attacked the martial artist’s divine soul. 

This sort of means was kind of similar to human martial artists’ divine soul mystic art, but also somewhat 

different. 

Because the Azure Spirit Tree had no divine soul. This sort of attack method, it was just born with it. 

But this kind of attack method was even harder to defend than divine soul attacks, let alone that this 

Azure Spirit Tree in front of him was a Tier 6 existence. 

Ye Yuan was in full gear at this time, fully immersed in the Heart Like Monolith Heart Realm! 

Any trace of undulation in the surroundings was unable to escape his perception! 

“Coming!” 

Ye Yuan gave a light cry, his figure suddenly vanishing from sight! 

With Ye Yuan’s current soul force. He was unable to withstand this kind of attack at all. So he could only 

evade. 

Regarding those golden characters and the black bead, Ye Yuan seriously did not have much confidence. 

Attack missed target every time, the Azure Spirit Tree unleashed frenzied attacks. 

Ye Yuan’s Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art was unleashed to the limits, continuously moving in 

a wide area, avoiding the Azure Spirit Tree’s attacks. 

But Ye Yuan was not fleeing in disorder aimlessly. He was advancing forward in a roundabout manner 

consciously! 

This point, probably even the Azure Spirit Tree did not notice. 



The Azure Spirit Tree was not only a heaven and earth spiritual object, but also an object without 

intellect. It was just that it had clearly already unlocked wisdom cultivating until now. Furthermore, its 

intellect was rather high. 

Hu Rong they all activated the grand array wanting to trap the Azure Spirit Tree, but was schemed and 

ambushed by the Azure Spirit Tree instead, and nearly got completely annihilated. 

From this point, one could tell how high the Azure Spirit Tree’s intelligence was. 

It discovered to its dismay at this time that the ant which it looked down on the most actually really had 

the strength to threaten it!! 

This time, the Azure Spirit Tree really became anxious! 

All of a sudden, the Azure Spirit Tree stopped the divine soul attacks towards Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, some faintly perceptible things seemed to have started brewing in the air. 

“Now is the time!” 

Ye Yuan had grasped the timing long ago. Right when the Azure Spirit Tree was about to release its final 

ultimate move, throwing the Traceless Soul Poison into the air, Ye Yuan stimulated his speed to the 

limits! 

At the same time, Ye Yuan activated the Kun Peng bloodline in his body frenziedly. Coupled with the 

Wind-Thunder Extreme Light Shuttling Art, his speed immediately surged immensely! 

In practically a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan arrived near the front of the Azure Spirit Tree’s main body! 

It was not certain when, Ye Yuan had an additional dozen over silver needles in his hands. He fired them 

into the positions of the Azure Spirit Tree’s roots without hesitation at this time. 

“Huff, huff, huff . . .” 

Hu Rong and and the others all suddenly panted heavily for air. 

Right then, their scalps all tingled. An extremely dangerous aura came from the air, making each and 

every one of them hold their breaths. 

But this dangerous aura vanished without a trace under Ye Yuan’s dozen over silver needles. 

Hu Rong looked towards that back view in the distance, his gaze filled with fear. 

This young man was too powerful! 

The Azure Spirit Tree which made the entire tiger clan wring their hands in dismay was actually locked 

down by him just like this! 

“Lord Hu Rong, the Azure . . . Azure Spirit Tree got captured?” A clansman asked rather disbelievingly. 

Hu Rong nodded his head solemnly and said, “Definitely so! If he weren’t caught, we would already be 

dead men just now!” 



“Don’t need to doubt it! Big Brother said that he could capture him, means he definitely can capture!” 

White Light had a proud look like this Azure Spirit Tree was caught by him. 

Hu Rong and the others came close. Seeing the few silver needles inserted in the tree roots area, they 

could not help marveling, “Really hard to imagine that such a great towering tree was actually locked 

down by a few tiny little silver needles!” 

Just as they were speaking, this massive tree that towered into the clouds actually shrunk at a speed 

visible to the naked eye, becoming a small tree the size of the rim of a bowl very quickly. 

“The Azure Spirit Tree cultivating to this sort of level, changing size is naturally as easy as overturning 

one’s hands. He got hit by my Spirit Sealing Needle. The wood essence power within his body is already 

hard to be maneuvered,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“If not for seeing with my own eyes, I really wouldn’t dare to believe that a peak Tier 6 Azure Spirit Tree 

was actually subdued by a Tier 4 youth!” Hu Rong sighed with admiration. 

He could be said to have his horizons broadened today. The Azure Spirit Tree which even Clan Head Hu 

Yan could do nothing about was actually defeated at Ye Yuan’s hands just like that. 

Ye Yuan was just about to speak when his expression changed greatly! 

A terrifying aura arrived close from far away in a blink, heading towards them. 

That speed was inconceivably swift! 


